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Daily screen usage in the U.S. Average: 150 Minutes

Advertising is difficult.
Challenges abound for marketers in today’s complex media environment. 
The way people consume media is evolving, and traditional avenues like 
television, radio, and newspaper are on the decline. At the same time, 
platforms, publishers, and users are increasingly blocking ads that infringe 
on their experience. When advertisers do get around blockers, the context 
is all wrong, and their message becomes annoying instead of intriguing. 
Brands and businesses end up investing big money in campaigns that cast 
a broad net in hopes of reaching their intended audiences, only to yield 
marginal returns. In short, it’s more difficult (and more costly!) than ever to 
reach the right audience, at the right time, in the right place. 

ADVERTISING CHALLENGES
• Print readership is on the decline 

• Radio listeners declining

• Rise of cable-cutting and ad-free services (Netflix, Hulu, Pandora, etc.)

• Rise of mobile has rendered other avenues ineffective

• Increasing use of ad blockers

• Consumers are constantly inundated with irrelevant messaging

of smartphone screen time 
is spent using a mobile app.



The right audience 
plus the best image.
Effective sponsorships leverage context, prestige, and experiences to drive 
results: GolfStatus takes your brand to golf courses, where it reaches a 
powerful demographic in an ideal environment. The combination of in-app 
mobile marketing and on-course exposure puts your brand in front of a 
receptive and relevant demographic, at the right time, in the right place.

SPONSOR BENEFITS 
• Enhance brand perception 

• Shape customer attitudes and positive associations 

• Heighten awareness and create positive publicity 

• Differentiate among competitors 

• Build goodwill and relationships 

• Reinforce corporate social responsibility 

• Engage your target market 

• Facilitate networking opportunities
estimated cost per impression at courses  

with 45K rounds played annually

$0.01



PREMIUM PLACEMENT IN THE RIGHT CONTEXT
Most ads are easy to dismiss and even easier to ignore, but 
the pin flag is the focal point of every single round. Branded 
pin flags keep your business top of mind with high-frequency, 
high-quality impressions that are susceptible to experience- 
and emotion-driven associations. The combination of 
this premium on-course location and city-wide mobile 
engagement enables brands and businesses to target 

golfers across the city, through multiple channels. 

EXPOSURE AT A GLANCE
• Pin flags offer a prime location for branding 

• Unlimited metro-wide mobile marketing campaigns 

• Exposure at tournaments and events

• Targeted exposure 365 days per year 

• Powerful combination of on-course pin sponsorships  
and digital marketing

Courses host over 11 charitable tournaments 
each year on average, with hole 
sponsorships ranging from $100 to $1,000 
per hole. As a course sponsor, you reap tens, 
even hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
value at a fraction of the cost!

45,000  810,000

40,000  720,000

35,000  630,000

30,000  540,000

Average Annual Rounds Impressions

of GolfStatus users accept 
rewards from course sponsors.

86%



Affluence + Influence
The GolfStatus app provides unprecedented exposure and engagement opportunities for 
brands targeting the sport’s noteworthy demographic. Course sponsorship ensures focused  
access to the app’s active user base, more than half of whom are affluent millennials.

of golfers are married. of golfers are  
college educated.  

of golfers recommend or order 
products and services at work.

average household  
income among golfers.

golfers are top-level managers.

of golfers own securities.

68%

1 IN 3

75%67% 83%

$100,950



Targeted Mobile 
Engagement
When your brand is showcased on every pin flag, it’s top of mind at 
the most crucial moments in every golfer’s game; mobile marketing 
campaigns pair this exposure with strategic engagement. Sponsors 
choose the key moments in a golfer’s round that trigger contact, and 
have the flexibility to customize promotions, ensuring messaging is 
relevant and well-received. GolfStatus provides a mobile channel 
access point that leverages moments-based marketing to get your 
brand in on great experiences. Consistently positive interactions with 
brands make the game more fun, foster sales, and generate loyalty.

MOBILE REWARD CAMPAIGNS LEVERAGE:
• Brand placement 

• Timing and awareness 

• Reception and perception 

• Targeted geographic reach 

• Impact, engagement, and mobilization

The golfer experiences a 
moment or achievement.

The course sponsor 
rewards the golfer.

The golfer accepts 
 the reward.

The sponsor heightens the  
experience and builds goodwill. 



Spread the word.
Consumers are connected and constantly sharing their experiences. 
High-dollar social media advertising focuses primarily on reach and 
impressions as measures of results; these ads consistently yield less 
than 10% engagement on average and even lower conversion rates. 
They also rely on the social media network to distribute the message 
instead of on the user, whose endorsement carries far more power. 

GolfStatus makes social media shares easy and effortless by giving 
users something to share (be it an experience, an in-app scorecard, or 
a reward), and then automatically connecting the user to social media 
platforms to do it.

BIG MOMENTS, HIGH RETURNS 
Everyone’s sharing big moments, and GolfStatus helps sponsors get 
the most out of them. When a golfer sinks a hole in one, they keep the 
branded pin flag; we’ll replace it at no additional cost, and your brand 
becomes part of a memorable experience and a story that gets told 
and retold.

of consumers are more likely to make a  
purchase based on a social media reference.71%

“During five hours out on the course, they never seem to 
leave without having had a discussion about our products.”

–Per Ericsson 
President of Event Management at Volvo 



“Our dedication to providing exceptional customer 
service drives everything we do.”

FOCUSED ON YOU
GolfStatus is backed by a dedicated service and support team. 
We’re here to help you position your brand to generate lucrative 
returns through on-course exposure and mobile marketing 
campaigns that drive results. 

• Unlimited adjustments to ongoing reward campaigns  

• Custom-build and implement campaigns at any time  

• Professional creative design services available 

• Ongoing digital marketing consultations 

• Mobile campaign implementation and management

• Service and support when you need it 

AUSTIN MENKE
GolfStatus Customer Success Lead


